A UNIFIED THEORY OF GENERAL RELATIVITY OF GRAVITATION AND ELECTROMAGNETISM
BY LUTHER P. EISENHART PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, PRINCETON, N. J. Communicated February 12, 1956 The theory presented in this paper is based upon a symmetric tensor gij, a coefficient of connection rk, and an electromagnetic vector ioj, in terms of which there is the skew-symnmetric electromagnetic field tensor Fij= ',j -ji= 'Pi;j -'pj;i.
(1)
Here, and throughout the paper, a comma followed by an index denotes the derivative with respect to x with this index, and a semicolon followed by an index denotes the corresponding covariant derivative in terms of the Christoffel symbols in gij. 
from which one has Fij;k + Fjk;j + Fki;j 0-
It being required that the determinant g of gij be different from zero, and in fact negative, a contravariant symmetric tensor gqt is defined by gt'qk = 8k, where S' is the Kronecker delta. 
For rih, defined by equation (4), this is rjhl = Rid + ajli;h -ajhi;l + ajz akha -aihaki,
where Rahl is the Riemann tensor. Contracting equation (6) 
where Rjh is the Ricci tensor.
We now choose the coefficients of connection of the theory, taking
from which it follows that alit Fjl;l
We further impose upon the field the condition Fj1;I = 0.
Since ajha, as defined by equation (8), is skew-symmetric in j and h, if rJht denotes the skew-symmetric part of rjhl, as defined by equation (4), it follows from equations (9) and (10) that r= rPj = aft' = 0.
Since ajh i is skew-symmetric inj and h, it follows from equations (7) and (11) (11) and (8) 
